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LIE TRIPLE DERIVATIONS OF INCIDENCE ALGEBRAS
DANNI WANG AND ZHANKUI XIAO
Abstract. Let R be a 2-torsion free commutative ring with unity, X a locally
finite pre-ordered set and I(X,R) the incidence algebra of X over R. If X
consists of a finite number of connected components, we prove in this paper
that every Lie triple derivation of I(X,R) is proper.
1. Introduction
Let A be an associative algebra over R, a commutative ring with unity. Then A
has the Lie algebra structure under the Lie bracket [x, y] := xy − yx. An R-linear
map D : A → A is called a derivation if D(xy) = D(x)y + xD(y) for all x, y ∈ A,
and an R-linear map L : A→ A is called a Lie triple derivation if
L([[x, y], z]) = [[L(x), y], z] + [[x, L(y)], z] + [[x, y], L(z)]
for all x, y, z ∈ A. Let D be a derivation of A and F be anR-linear map from A into
its centre. An observation shows that D+F is a Lie triple derivation if and only if
F annihilates all second commutators [[x, y], z]. A Lie triple derivation of the form
D+F , with D a derivation and F a central-valued map, will be called a proper Lie
triple derivation. Otherwise, a Lie triple derivation will be called improper.
The problem to identify a class of algebras on which every Lie triple derivation
is proper has its origin in the Herstein’s Lie-type mapping research program [8].
We refer the reader to Bresˇar’s survey paper [5] for a comprehensive and historic
background. Miers proved that if A is a von Neumann algebra with no central
abelian summands, then each Lie triple derivation of A is proper [15, Theorem 1].
Bresˇar [4] extended this result to the prime rings and, moreover, he provided a new
way to study all the Lie-type maps in the Herstein’s program. On the other hand,
Miers’ result was extended to Lie n-derivations for linear case [1] and nonlinear
case [7]. Here a Lie 3-derivation means a Lie triple derivation. Recently, many
authors have made essential contributions to the related topics, see [14, 20, 25] for
nest algebras, [10] for TUHF algebras, [2, 3, 9, 13, 23] for triangular algebras, [24]
for full matrix algebras, etc.
The objective of this paper is to investigate Lie triple derivations on incidence
algebras. Let (X,6) be a locally finite pre-ordered set. That means 6 is a reflexive
and transitive binary relation on the set X , and for any x 6 y there are only finitely
many elements z ∈ X satisfying x 6 z 6 y. The incidence algebra I(X,R) of X
over R is defined on the set (see [12, 17])
I(X,R) := {f : X ×X −→ R | f(x, y) = 0 if x 
 y}
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with algebraic operations given by
(f + g)(x, y) = f(x, y) + g(x, y),
(rf)(x, y) = rf(x, y),
(fg)(x, y) =
∑
x6z6y
f(x, z)g(z, y)
for all f, g ∈ I(X,R), r ∈ R and x, y ∈ X . The product (fg) is usually called
convolution in function theory. It is clear that the full matrix algebra Mn(R),
the upper (or lower) triangular matrix algebras Tn(R), and the infinite triangular
matrix algebras T∞(R) are examples of incidence algebras.
Ward [21] firstly considered the incidence algebra of a partially ordered set
(poset) as the generalized algebra of arithmetic functions. Rota and Stanley de-
veloped incidence algebras as the fundamental structures of enumerative combina-
torics. Especially, the theory of Mo¨bius functions, including the classical Mo¨bius
function of number theory and the combinatorial inclusion-exclusion formula, is
established in the context of incidence algebras (see [19]). Following the Stanley’s
work [18], automorphisms and related algebraic maps of incidence algebras have
been extensively studied (see [6, 12, 16] and the references therein).
Notice that in the theory of operator algebras, the incidence algebra I(X,R)
of a finite poset X is referred as a digraph algebra or a finite dimensional CSL
algebra. Hence the second author of this note [22], Khrypchenko [11], and Zhang-
Khrypchenko [26] studied the Herstein’s program on incidence algebras in a linear
and combinatorial manner. Our main motivation of this article is, following the
trace of [22, 11, 26], to connect the Herstein’s program to operator algebras depend-
ing on the methods of linear algebra. Here we emphasize more on the combinatorial
technique and the computation is to some extent tremendous.
2. The Finite Case
In this section, we study Lie triple derivations of the incidence algebra I(X,R)
when X is a finite pre-ordered set. Let’s start with a proposition for general al-
gebras. For an R-algebra A, we denote by Z(A) the centre of A and say that A
satisfies the condition (♠) if
Z(A) = {a | [[a, x], y] = 0, ∀x, y ∈ A}.
Proposition 2.1. Let A,B be two R-algebras satisfying the condition (♠). Then A
and B have no improper Lie triple derivations if and only if A⊕B has no improper
Lie triple derivations.
Proof. We write A ⊕ B = [A 00 B ] for convenience. Assume that A and B have no
improper Lie triple derivations. Let L be a Lie triple derivation of A⊕B. By [23,
Proposition 3.1], L is of the form
L
[
a 0
0 b
]
=
[
lA(a) + hB(b) 0
0 hA(a) + lB(b)
]
,
where lA : A→ A, lB : B → B, hA : A→ B, hB : B → A are linear maps satisfying
(a) lA is a Lie triple derivation of A, hA([[a1, a2], a3]) = 0, [[hA(a), b1], b2] = 0,
for all a1, a2, a3, a ∈ A and b1, b2 ∈ B;
(b) lB is a Lie triple derivation of B, hB([[b1, b2], b3]) = 0, [[hB(b), a1], a2] = 0,
for all a1, a2 ∈ A and b1, b2, b3, b ∈ B.
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The condition (♠) implies that hA(a) ∈ Z(B) and hB(b) ∈ Z(A). By the assump-
tion, lA (resp. lB) is proper. There exist a derivation dA of A (resp. dB of B) and a
central valued linear map fA (resp. fB) such that lA = dA+fA (resp. lB = dB+fB).
Let D ([ a 00 b ]) :=
[
dA(a) 0
0 dB(b)
]
and F ([ a 00 b ]) :=
[
fA(a)+hB(b) 0
0 hA(a)+fB(b)
]
. Then
L = D + F is proper.
Conversely, if A ⊕ B has no improper Lie triple derivations, we need show that
A (and similarly B) has no improper Lie triple derivations. Let lA be a Lie triple
derivation of A. Clearly L ([ a 00 b ]) :=
[
lA(a) 0
0 0
]
defines a Lie triple derivation of
A⊕ B and hence L is proper. We have L = D + F with D a derivation such that
D ([ a 00 0 ]) =
[
dA(a) 0
0 hA(a)
]
and F a central valued linear map such that F ([ a 00 0 ]) =[
fA(a) 0
0 −hA(a)
]
. It is straightforward to verify that dA is a derivation of A and
fA(a) ∈ Z(A). Therefore lA = dA + fA as desired. 
The condition (♠) is equivalent to that there are no nonzero central inner deriva-
tions on A and B, which has been explicitly studied in [23, Sections 3 and 4]. We
shall show that the incidence algebra I(X,R) satisfies the condition (♠).
Let’s introduce some standard notations for the incidence algebra I(X,R). The
unity element δ of I(X,R) is given by δ(x, y) = δxy for x 6 y, where δxy ∈ {0, 1} is
the Kronecker delta. If x, y ∈ X with x 6 y, let exy be defined by exy(u, v) = 1 if
(u, v) = (x, y), and exy(u, v) = 0 otherwise. Then exyeuv = δyuexv by the definition
of convolution. Moreover, the set B := {exy | x 6 y} forms an R-linear basis of
I(X,R) when X is finite. For i 6 j and i 6= j, we write i < j or j > i for short.
Here it is convenient to view I(X,R) as a digraph algebra. This means that
there is a directed graph with the vertex set X associated with I(X,R). This
graph contains all the self loops and the matrix unit exy corresponds to a directed
edge from y to x. The following lemma is a little bit stronger than (♠).
Lemma 2.2. Let X be finite and connected. Then there are no nonzero central
derivations on I(X,R).
Proof. Since X is connected, it is well-known that Z(I(X,R)) = Rδ (see [17]
for example). Let D be a central derivation on I(X,R). Assume D(eij) =∑
exy∈B
Cijxyexy, for all eij ∈ B. By [22, Theorem 2.2],
D(eij) =
∑
x<i
Ciixiexj + C
ij
ij eij +
∑
y>j
C
jj
jyeiy,
where the coefficients satisfy Ciiij + C
jj
ij = 0 for i 6 j and C
ij
ij + C
jk
jk = C
ik
ik for i 6
j 6 k. On the other hand, the assumption implies that D(eij) = rδ =
∑
x∈X rexx
is a scalar matrix. Combining the above facts, we have D = 0. 
The main result of this section is as follows.
Theorem 2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free commutative ring with unity, and L be a
Lie triple derivation of I(X,R). Then L is proper.
We only need to prove Theorem 2.3 when X is connected. In fact, assume that
X =
⊔
i∈I Xi be the union of its distinct connected components, where I is a
finite index set. Let δi :=
∑
x∈Xi
exx. It follows from [17, Theorem 1.3.13] that
{δi | i ∈ I} forms a complete set of central primitive idempotents. In other words,
I(X,R) =
⊕
i∈I δiI(X,R). Clearly δiI(X,R)
∼= I(Xi,R) for each i ∈ I. It is
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straightforward to verify that there are no nonzero central derivations on I(X,R).
Hence we only need to prove Theorem 2.3 when X is connected by Proposition 2.1
and Lemma 2.2.
From now on, we assume X is finite and connected until the end of this section.
Let L : I(X,R) → I(X,R) be a Lie triple derivation. We denote for all i, j ∈ X
with i 6 j
L(eij) =
∑
exy∈B
Cijxyexy.
We make the convention Cijxy = 0, if needed, for x 
 y.
Lemma 2.4. The Lie triple derivation L satisfies
L(eii) =
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi +
∑
x∈X
Ciixxexx +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy; (1)
L(eij) =
∑
x<i
Ciixiexj + C
ij
ij eij +
∑
y>j
C
jj
jyeiy, if i 6= j. (2)
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that |X | ≥ 2. Since X is connected,
each element x ∈ X must be a start vertex or an end vertex of a path, i.e., x covers
or is covered by an another element. Let us choose an arbitrary path with the start
vertex j and the end vertex i. In other words, eij ∈ B with i < j.
For the end vertex i, since L(eij) = L([eii, [eii, eij ]]), we have
L(eij) = [L(eii), [eii, eij ]] + [eii, [L(eii), eij ]] + [eii, [eii, L(eij)]]
= L(eii)eij − 2eijL(eii) + eiiL(eii)eij + eijL(eii)eii
+ eiiL(eij)− 2eiiL(eij)eii + L(eij)eii.
(3)
Since R is 2-torsion free, left multiplication by eii and right multiplication by eyy
in (3) leads to
Ciiii = C
ii
jj , if y = j;
Ciijy = 0, if y 6= i, j.
(4)
It follows from the relation (4) that
L(eii) =
∑
exy∈B
Ciixyexy =
∑
x6y,x 6=j
Ciixyexy + C
ii
jieji + C
ii
jjejj
=
∑
x6i,x 6=i,j
Ciixiexi + C
ii
iieii +
∑
x6y;x 6=j,y 6=i
Ciixyexy + C
ii
jieji + C
ii
jjejj
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi + C
ii
ii (eii + ejj) +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy +
∑
x6y;x 6=i,j,y 6=i
Ciixyexy.
(5)
For any i 6= x ∈ X , from L([[eii, exx], exx]) = 0 we get
L(eii)exx − 2exxL(eii)exx + exxL(eii) + eiiL(exx)exx + exxL(exx)eii = 0.
Multiplying the above identity by exx from left and by eyy from right, we obtain
Ciixy = 0, if i 6= x < y 6= i.
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Hence the identity (5) can be rewritten as
L(eii) =
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi + C
ii
ii (eii + ejj) +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy +
∑
x 6=i,j
Ciixxexx
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi +
∑
x∈X
Ciixxexx +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy.
(6)
Let us now consider the start vertex j. Similarly, left multiplication by exx and
right multiplication by ejj in L(eij) = L([[eij , ejj ], ejj ]) leads to
C
jj
jj = C
jj
ii , if x = i;
C
jj
xi = 0, if x 6= i, j.
(7)
Then left multiplication by exx and right multiplication by eyy in L([eyy, [eyy, ejj ]]) =
0 leads to
Cjjxy = 0, if j 6= x < y 6= j.
A similar computation shows that
L(ejj) =
∑
x<j
C
jj
xjexj +
∑
y∈X
Cjjyyeyy +
∑
y>j
C
jj
jyejy. (8)
Since each element x ∈ X must be a start vertex or an end vertex of a path, the
identities (6) and (8) describe the desired form of L(exx) for any x ∈ X .
We next describe the form of L(eij). It follows from equations (1), (4), (7) that
L(eij) = L
(
[[eii, eij ], ejj ]
)
= [[L(eii), eij ], ejj ] + [[eii, L(eij)], ejj ] + [eij , L(ejj)]
= [[
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi +
∑
x∈X
Ciixxexx +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy, eij ], ejj ]
+ [[eii,
∑
exy∈B
Cijxyexy], ejj ]
+ [eij ,
∑
x<j
C
jj
xjexj +
∑
x∈X
Cjjxxexx +
∑
y>j
C
jj
jyejy ]
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexj + C
ij
ij eij − (C
ii
ji + C
jj
ji )ejj + C
ij
jieji +
∑
y>j
C
jj
jyeiy.
(9)
Analogously,
L(eij) = L
(
[eii, [eij , ejj ]]
)
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexj + C
ij
ij eij − (C
ii
ji + C
jj
ji )eii + C
ij
jieji +
∑
y>j
C
jj
jyeiy .
(10)
Combining the equations (9) and (10) with the fact i 6= j, we get
Ciiji + C
jj
ji = 0. (11)
Finally, a direct computation shows 0 = ejjL([[eii, eij ], eij ]) = −2ejjL(eij)eij .
Hence Cijji = 0. Combining this fact with (11), the identity (9) or (10) gives
the desired form (2). 
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Lemma 2.5. The coefficients Cijxy are subject to the following relations:
(R1) Ciiij + C
jj
ij = 0, if i < j;
(R2) Cijij + C
jk
jk = C
ik
ik , if i < j < k and i 6= k;
(R3) Cijij + C
ji
ji = 0, if i < j < i;
(R4) Ciiii = C
ii
xx, ∀x ∈ X.
Proof. We consider the action of Lie triple derivation L on the identity [[eij , ekl], epq] =
δjk(δlpeiq − δqiepl) + δli(δqkepj − δjpekq). By Lemma 2.4, we need to study the fol-
lowing eight cases:
(A) i = j, k = l, p = q;
(B) i = j, k = l, p 6= q;
(C) i = j, k 6= l, p = q;
(D) i = j, k 6= l, p 6= q;
(E) i 6= j, k = l, p = q;
(F) i 6= j, k = l, p 6= q;
(G) i 6= j, k 6= l, p = q;
(H) i 6= j, k 6= l, p 6= q.
It is clear that the case (E) (resp. the case (F)) can be calculated similarly with
the case (C) (resp. the case (D)). The case (B) can be deduced from the cases (C)
and (E) by the Jacobi identity [[eii, ekk], epq] + [[ekk, epq], eii] + [[epq, eii], ekk] = 0.
Similarly, the case (G) can be deduced from the cases (D) and (F). Therefore, we
only need to study the cases (A), (C), (D) and (H).
Case (A). If i = j, k = l, p = q, we assume k = p to simplify the calculation.
Then
0 = L([[eii, ekk], ekk]) = [[L(eii), ekk], ekk] + [[eii, L(ekk)], ekk]
= L(eii)ekk − 2ekkL(eii)ekk + ekkL(eii)
+ eiiL(ekk)ekk − L(ekk)eiiekk − ekkeiiL(ekk) + ekkL(ekk)eii
= δik

∑
x<i
Ciixiexk +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeky −
∑
x<k
Ckkxkexk −
∑
y>k
Ckkky eky


+
(
Ciiik + C
kk
ik + δikC
kk
kk
)
eik +
(
Ciiki + C
kk
ki + δikC
kk
ki
)
eki
− δik
(
2Ciikk + 2C
ii
ik + C
kk
ki + C
kk
ik
)
ekk.
(12)
Notice that if i = k or the vertices i, k are incomparable, the equation (12) always
holds. If i 6= k and i, k are comparable, then (12) is equivalent to Ciiik + C
kk
ik = 0
for i < k and Ciiki + C
kk
ki = 0 for k < i, and hence we obtain the relation (R1).
Case (C). If i = j, k 6= l, p = q, we assume i 6= k and i 6= l. Then the formulas
(1) and (2) imply that
0 = L([[eii, ekl], epp]) = [[L(eii), ekl], epp] + [[eii, L(ekl)], epp]
= L(eii)eklepp − eklL(eii)epp − eppL(eii)ekl + eppeklL(eii)
+ eiiL(ekl)epp − L(ekl)eiiepp − eppeiiL(ekl) + eppL(ekl)eii
= −δip[(C
ii
li + C
ll
li)ekp + (C
ii
ik + C
kk
ik )epl] + δpk[(C
ii
li + C
ll
li)epi + (C
ii
ll − C
ii
kk)epl]
+ δlp[(C
ii
ik + C
kk
ik )eip + (C
ii
kk − C
ii
ll )ekp].
(13)
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If l 6= p 6= k, then the equality (13) can be rewritten as
0 = δip[(C
ii
li + C
ll
li)ekp + (C
ii
ik + C
kk
ik )epl]. (14)
Notice that when i 6= p, the equation (14) always holds. When i = p, we have
Ciili + C
ll
li = 0 for l < i and C
ii
ik + C
kk
ik = 0 for i < k. If p = k, there is l 6= p and
i 6= p. Hence (13) can be rewritten as
0 = (Ciili + C
ll
li)epi + (C
ii
ll − C
ii
kk)epl,
which in turn gives
Ciill = C
ii
kk for k < l and l 6= i 6= k, (15)
and Ciili + C
ll
li = 0 for l < i. If p = l, we similarly have
Ciikk = C
ii
ll for k < l and k 6= i 6= l, (16)
and Ciiik + C
kk
ik = 0 for i < k.
Recall that Ciiii = C
ii
jj for i < j by (4) and C
ii
ii = C
ii
kk for k < i by (7). Combining
these facts with the identity (15) or (16), we have
Ciixx = C
ii
yy for all x 6 y, (17)
The connectivity of X shows that there is path from the vertex i to any vertex
x ∈ X . A recursive procedure, using (17), on the length of the path implies the
desired relation (R4).
Case (D). If i = j, k 6= l, p 6= q, there are two subcases to consider.
Case D.1. We assume k = i (hence i 6= l), l = p and i 6= q. Then
L(eiq) = L([[eii, eil], elq])
= [[L(eii), eil], elq] + [[eii, L(eil)], elq] + [eil, L(elq)]
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexq + C
ii
iieiq − C
ii
ll eiq − C
ii
qiell
+ Cilileiq + C
lq
lq eiq +
∑
y>q
Cqqqyeiy − C
qq
qi ell
=
∑
x∈<i
Ciixiexq + (C
il
il + C
lq
lq )eiq +
∑
y>q
Cqqqyeiy,
(18)
where the last identity in (18) follows from Ciiii = C
ii
ll for i < l by (4) and the
relation (R1). Comparing (18) with the formula (2) of L(eiq), we obtain
Cilil + C
lq
lq = C
iq
iq , for i < l < q and i 6= q.
Therefore, we obtain the relation (R2).
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Case D.2. We assume k = i (hence i 6= l), l = p and i = q. Then
L(eii)− L(ell) = L([[eii, eil], eli])
= [[L(eii), eil], eli] + [[eii, L(eil)], eli] + [eil, L(eli)]
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi + (C
ii
ii − C
ii
ll )eii + (C
ii
ll − C
ii
ii )ell + C
ii
li eli
+ Cilileii − C
il
il ell −
∑
y>l
Clllyely + C
ll
lieli
+ Clilieii +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy −
∑
x<l
Cllxlexl − C
li
liell
=
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi + C
il
ileii − C
il
il ell −
∑
y>l
Clllyely
+ Clilieii +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy −
∑
x<l
Cllxlexl − C
li
liell,
(19)
where the last identity in (19) follows from the relations (R4) and (R1). On the
other hand, by formula (1), we obtain
L(eii)− L(ell) =
∑
x<i
Ciixiexi +
∑
x∈X
Ciixxexx +
∑
y>i
Ciiiyeiy
−
∑
x<l
Cllxlexl −
∑
y∈X
Cllyyeyy −
∑
y>l
Clllyely.
(20)
Combining the equations (19) and (20), we have
(Cilil + C
li
li )eii − (C
il
il + C
li
li )ell = (C
ii
ii − C
ll
ii)eii + (C
ii
ll − C
ll
ll )ell
+
∑
x 6=i,l
Ciixxexx −
∑
y 6=i,l
Cllyyeyy.
(21)
Notice that i 6= l. Comparing the coefficients of eii and ell in (21), one deduces
that Ciiii −C
ll
ii = C
ll
ll −C
ii
ll for i < l < i. Substituting C
ll
ii = C
ll
ll and C
ii
ll = C
ii
ii from
the relation (R4), we get Ciiii −C
ll
ll = C
ll
ll −C
ii
ii . Since R is 2-torsion free, C
ii
ii = C
ll
ll
for i < l < i. Hence the coefficients of eii and ell of the right-hand side of (21) are
zero, which yields the desired relation (R3).
Case (H). If i 6= j, k 6= l, p 6= q, we do not need to calculate since the relations
(R1-R4) have been obtained and this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 2.6. In view of [26, Lemma 2.4], our Lemma 2.5 means that every Lie
triple derivation of I(X,R) degenerates to a Lie derivation. In other words, Lemma
2.5 can be strengthened, i.e., an R-linear map L of I(X,R) defined by the formulas
(1) and (2) is a Lie triple derivation if and only if the coefficients Cijxy satisfy the
relations (R1-R4).
Notice that a direct proof of the strengthening version of Lemma 2.5 (analogous
to [26, Lemma 2.4]) needs tedious calculation for the four cases (A,C,D,H). In our
draft, it takes about 10 pages. Hence we present here the Lemma 2.5 for reader’s
convenience.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. It follows from Remark 2.6 and [26, Theorem 2.1]. 
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3. The General Case
In this section, we study Lie triple derivations of I(X,R) when X is a locally
finite pre-ordered set. Let I˜(X,R) be the R-subspace of I(X,R) generated by the
elements exy with x 6 y. That means I˜(X,R) consists exactly of the functions
f ∈ I(X,R) which are nonzero only at a finite number of (x, y). Clearly I˜(X,R)
is a subalgebra of I(X,R). Hence I(X,R) becomes an I˜(X,R)-bimodule in the
natural manner. Let L : I˜(X,R)→ I(X,R) be a Lie triple derivation, i.e.
L([[f, g], h]) = [[L(f), g], h] + [[f, L(g)], h] + [[f, g], L(h)]
for all f, g, h ∈ I˜(X,R). Observe that Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 remain valid, when
we replace the domain of L by I˜(X,R). In fact, although the sums L(eij) =∑
x6y C
ij
xyexy are now infinite, multiplication by euv on the left or on the right
works as in the finite case.
Let’s now recall some notations and results from [26]. For any f ∈ I(X,R) and
x 6 y, the restriction of f to {z ∈ X | x 6 z 6 y} is defined by
f |yx =
∑
x6u6v6y
f(u, v)euv (22)
Observe that the sum above is finite, and hence f |yx ∈ I˜(X,R). The following fact
is [26, Lemma 3.3].
Lemma 3.1. The map f 7→ f |yx is an algebra homomorphism I(X,R)→ I˜(X,R).
For any f ∈ I(X,R) and x 6 y, the following observation
exxfeyy = f(x, y)exy (23)
will be extensively used.
Lemma 3.2. Let L be a Lie triple derivation of I(X,R) and x < y. Then
L(f)(x, y) = L(f |yx)(x, y). (24)
Moreover, if L is a derivation, then (24) holds for x = y too.
Proof. We only need to prove the first claim by [26, Lemma 3.4]. It follows from
(23) that
L(f)(x, y) = [[exx, L(f)], eyy](x, y)
=
(
L([[exx, f ], eyy]) + [eyy, [L(exx), f ]] + [L(eyy), [exx, f ]]
)
(x, y)
= f(x, y)L(exy)(x, y) + f(y, x)L(eyx)(x, y)
− (L(exx)f)(x, y) + (fL(exx))(x, y)
+ f(x, y)L(eyy)(x, x) − (fL(eyy))(x, y) + f(x, x)L(eyy)(x, y).
(25)
In particular,
L(f |yx)(x, y) = f |
y
x(x, y)L(exy)(x, y) + f |
y
x(y, x)L(eyx)(x, y)
− (L(exx)f |
y
x)(x, y) + (f |
y
xL(exx))(x, y)
+ f |yx(x, y)L(eyy)(x, x) − (f |
y
xL(eyy))(x, y) + f |
y
x(x, x)L(eyy)(x, y).
(26)
By [26, Lemma 3.2 (ii)], the third, fourth and sixth terms of the right-hand side of
(25) coincide with the corresponding terms of the right-hand side of (26). From the
definition of the restriction of f , it is clear that f(x, y) = f |yx(x, y) and f(x, x) =
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f |yx(x, x). Therefore, we only need to show that the second term of the right-hand
side of (25) coincides with the second term of the right-hand side of (26). In fact,
if y 
 x, both summands equal to 0. If y 6 x, then x 6 z 6 y ⇔ y 6 z 6 x, which
in turn shows f(y, x) = f |xy(y, x) = f |
y
x(y, x). 
The following result is implicitly contained in [26, Remarks 3.5 and 3.7].
Proposition 3.3. Every derivation from I˜(X,R) to I(X,R) can be uniquely ex-
tended to a derivation of I(X,R).
Proof. Let D : I˜(X,R)→ I(X,R) be a derivation. We define
Dˆ(f)(x, y) := D(f |yx)(x, y)
for all f ∈ I(X,R), x 6 y. Then Dˆ is a linear extension of D and is a derivation of
I(X,R) by [26, Remark 3.7]. Let E be a derivation of I(X,R) satisfying E(g) =
D(g) for all g ∈ I˜(X,R). We have from Lemma 3.2 that
E(f)(x, y) = E(f |yx)(x, y) = D(f |
y
x)(x, y) = Dˆ(f)(x, y)
for all f ∈ I(X,R) and x 6 y. Hence E = Dˆ and this completes the proof of the
proposition. 
Lemma 3.4. Let X be connected and L be a Lie triple derivation of I(X,R). Then
L(f)(x, x) = L(f)(y, y) for all x, y ∈ X.
Proof. Since X is connected, we assume x < y without lose of generality. Then
L([exy, f ])(x, y) = L([[exx, exy], f ])(x, y)
=
(
[[L(exx), exy], f ] + [[exx, L(exy)], f ] + [exy, L(f)]
)
(x, y)
= f(y, y)L(exx)(x, x) − (L(exx)f)(y, y)− (fL(exx))(x, x)
+ f(x, x)L(exx)(y, y) + (L(exy)f)(x, y)− f(x, y)L(exy)(x, x)
− f(x, x)L(exy)(x, y) + L(f)(y, y)− L(f)(x, x).
(27)
Replacing f by f |yx in (27), we have
L([exy, f |
y
x])(x, y) = f |
y
x(y, y)L(exx)(x, x) − (L(exx)f |
y
x)(y, y)− (f |
y
xL(exx))(x, x)
+ f |yx(x, x)L(exx)(y, y) + (L(exy)f |
y
x)(x, y)− f |
y
x(x, y)L(exy)(x, x)
− f |yx(x, x)L(exy)(x, y) + L(f |
y
x)(y, y)− L(f |
y
x)(x, x).
(28)
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,
L([exy, f ])(x, y) = L([exy, f ]|
y
x)(x, y) = L([exy|
y
x, f |
y
x])(x, y) = L([exy, f |
y
x])(x, y).
Let’s now compare the equations (27) and (28). Clearly, f(x, y) = f |yx(x, y),
f(x, x) = f |yx(x, x) and f(y, y) = f |
y
x(y, y). Hence the first, fourth, sixth and
seventh terms of the right-hand side of (27) coincide with the corresponding terms
of the right-hand side of (28). Notice that (L(exy)f)(x, y) = (L(exy)f |
y
x)(x, y) by
[26, Lemma 3.2 (ii)]. For the second summand, it follows from (i) and (ii) of [26,
Lemma 3.2] that
(L(exx)f |
y
x)(y, y) = (L(exx)(f |
y
x)|
y
y)(y, y) = (L(exx)f |
y
y)(y, y) = (L(exx)f)(y, y).
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A similar procedure can be done for the third summand of the right-hand side of
(28). Therefore,
L(f)(y, y)− L(f)(x, x) = L(f |yx)(y, y)− L(f |
y
x)(x, x),
the latter being zero by Lemma 2.5. 
Definition 3.5. For any f ∈ I(X,R), we define the diagonal of f by
fd(x, y) =
{
f(x, y), x = y,
0, x 6= y.
The main theorem of this paper is as follows.
Theorem 3.6. Let X be connected and R be 2-torsion free. Then every Lie triple
derivation of I(X,R) is proper.
Proof. Let L be a Lie triple derivation of I(X,R). Define Z(f) := L(f)d and
D(f) := L(f) − Z(f). Then Z is a linear map from I(X,R) to the centre of
I(X,R) by Lemma 3.4. We only need to show that D is a derivation of I(X,R).
Restricting D to I˜(X,R), we get that D : I˜(X,R) → I(X,R) is a derivation by
Theorem 2.3. Extend D to a derivation Dˆ of I(X,R) by Proposition 3.3. Notice
that
Dˆ(f)(x, y) = D(f |yx)(x, y) = L(f |
y
x)(x, y) − L(f |
y
x)d(x, y). (29)
If x < y, the equation (29) implies Dˆ(f)(x, y) = L(f |yx)(x, y), which is L(f)(x, y)
by Lemma 3.2. In this case L(f)d(x, y) = 0, and hence Dˆ(f)(x, y) = L(f)(x, y) =
D(f)(x, y). If x = y, then the right-hand side of (29) is zero. On the other hand,
D(f)(x, x) = L(f)(x, x) − L(f)d(x, x) = 0. Thus we get that Dˆ = D and D is a
derivation of I(X,R). 
The reader may find that Theorem 3.6 can be generalized to the case when X
consists of a finite number of connected components. The following conjecture is
to some extent natural.
Conjecture 3.7. Let (X,6) be a locally finite pre-ordered set and R be 2-torsion
free. Then every Lie triple derivation of I(X,R) is proper.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to thank the referees for their valu-
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